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First: Critical Theory in Education 
 

1. Development of the term and concept of criticism  
2

 
“Criticism” developed from a multi-faceted and multi-dimensional term into one that requires 
systematic definition according to the field of study in which it is used. Later, it developed into a 
comprehensive critical approach, with its pioneers in philosophy, sociology and pedagogy; it 
grew its own notions, sub-themes and its methodological tools for creating pedagogical 
alternatives. 
 
Some view criticism as a skill of judgment based on universal a priori laws and criteria . I, 

3

however, suggest moving away from the assumption that there are established laws for 
judgement and consider criticism on two levels that emphasize the processes through which we 
reach criteria for judgement.  
 
The first level is criticism as a skill and mental capacity defined by cognitive psychology, 
which stipulates that criticism is not a monolithic skill, but a group of interdependent subsidiary 
skills. These skills crucially require definition by the educator or trainer within a relevant 
curriculum. Among these skills are: finding evidence for points of strengths or weaknesses, as 
well as evidence of beauty or lack of mastery and discovering the surrounding influences 
shaping the production of any artistic or literary work and, finally, making a judgment on a work 
according to the foundations and techniques of the given field.   

4

 
The second level is that of the individual practicing critical referentiality, which entails 
contextualizing a symbolic or material product within its own historical and social surrounding. 
This involves answering crucial questions such as: who benefits from the work? How does such a 
work consolidate the hegemony of certain groups/classes over others in a local community, as 
well as on the global level?  5

 
At the outset, it is crucial to point out as well the difference between critique as a skill practiced 
on an individual level, and "Critical Theory and its Approaches" as a theoretical movement with its 
impact on  practices in education and the other sciences. These differences sometimes intersect 
and overlap with one of the major dilemmas in pedagogy; that is, the relationship between the 
individual and community. 
 
All movements of Critical Theory—especially those concerned with social justice—value the 
establishment of a movement grounded in practices which affect the social and intellectual reality 
of counties within any historical period. This issue is of essence in pedagogy in its wider definition, 
which includes training on the praxis of collective and democratic co-living. It also addresses the 
function of formal education and its institutions, which work on shaping decision-making, inquiry 
and creativity skills for successive generations—both on the individual and collective levels.  
 

2 See : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critichttps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_thinking 
Tim Dant, Knowledge, Ideology and Discourse: a sociological perspective, London, Routledge, 1991, pp 76-98. 
Henry A., Giroux, Theory and Resistance in Education: Towards a Pedagogy for the Opposition, London, Heinemann 
Educational Books, 1983, pp 2-41. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_theory 
3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_thinking (Etymology & definition) 
4 Fouad Abu Hatab, Al-Qudrāt Al-’Aqliyya, Cairo, Anglo-Egyptian, 5th ed. 1996.  Available on: 
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/17227577?ac=1&from_search=true and 
http://www.anglo-egyptian.com>book 11 ed, 2011, Book # is (60100001032)  
5 -https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critic, , https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Critical_thinking 
  -Henry A., Giroux, Theory and Resistance in Education: A Pedagogy for the Opposition, Op.cit. 
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In order to expand criticism from being a skill practiced on an individual level to a collective 
movement shaping social institutions and the social order, some ground rules  must be 
established. The most important of which is the availability of a functional and binding social 
contract (formal and informal) between the individual and his/her community. This social 
contract, binds people within mutually agreed upon conditions that ensure a healthy 
relationship between the individual and the community, and depends in doing so on a number 
of conditions. The most important of which are: 

● A commitment to critical knowledge on both the individual level and on the level of the 
community in order to ensure an equitable exchange of information and experiences 
between the two. 

● The individual’s and community’s awareness of variant viewpoints in fundamental issues 
of science and a keen examination of the dialectic between these viewpoints. 

● The capacity for independent decision-making and the autonomy of decision making on 
an individual level. Not allowing the community to overpower the individual and 
maintaining the individual’s right to pursue an understanding and to question 
assumptions, truths and the foundations of all passed-down knowledge . The above 
would ensure that as criticism is adopted as an outlook in society and its social contract it 
does not lose its ability to self-critique and self-reflexively question its own foundations 
and assumptions about the world.  

6

 
 

2. The main features of Critical Theory in pedagogy 
 

All critical approaches to traditional intellectual and pedagogical schools can be classified under 
a broader term; this is "alternatives."  "Alternatives," as a broader term came to denote a variety 

7

of approaches critical of traditional schools of thought and pedagogy. As a neutral scientific term, 
"alternatives" is conceptually wider-reaching and includes different techniques within one 
philosophy.  
 

For example, one example of alternative methods for learning and teaching natural and social 
sciences within the functional theory is learning through a hands-on or a process-based 
approach and through practice. The functional theory also encompases training on the processes 
through which we come to accumulate and generate knowledge such as processes of 
exploration, observation and experimentation (i.e. observing the growth of plants or the 
pollination of flowers).   Another approach is problem-solving within the functional theory as an 

8

entryway to learning and teaching which might also include what is referred to as “a project 
approach” where learners work on conceptualizing and executing a project around a certain 
subject as a way of learning about it.  Other alternatives also include reading recovery 

9

programs which focus on a conscious reading of texts that is mindful of all the dimensions 
of a text in order to overcome problems of literacy and language learning (i.e. Reading Recovery 
Program).  10

 
The most important factor  distinguishing  alternative pedagogical approaches that are  based on 
the Critical Theory of pedagogy, is their  attempt to liberate learners  from their alienation  from 
society by helping them  grasp the power dynamics  controlling their destiny as individuals and 

6 The collective mind and theoretical trends have problems, the most important of which are their effects on 
dissidents and their repression. History is full of examples of this. 
7 George J. Posner, Analyzing the Curriculum, New York, McGraw-Hill Inc., 1992. 
8 Ibid, pp 170-174  
9 Ibid, pp 174-182 
10 Ibid, pp 115-119 
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communities striving for social change and for better futures for themselves and for the 
marginalized and oppressed.  

11

 

This becomes obvious when looking at the ideas, theories and praxis of some of the founding 
figures in critical pedagogy. These include :   12

 
● Paulo Freire overhauled the method of teaching language to the illiterate  through 

liberating language from the classic sequence of the alphabet and instead beginning to 
teach from  the most used letters in the colloquial dialect of the language,  and advancing 

13

to teaching syllables as a phonetic bases to learning language. According to Freire, the 
process of learning and teaching is a dialogical, mentally and self conscious active 
process, starting from the words and their derivatives, meanings and connotations 
to discussing texts using the model of the ten images which he developed. Throughout 
his practice, Freire  proved that the process of learning language when done through 
dialogue that accumulates progressively could contribute to raising social consciousness 
from the start of the illiteracy program until  graduation. Freire adopted the slogan “learn - 
liberate”; liberation here being the liberation from social exclusion caused by illiteracy and 
the absence of reading skills and exclusion from symbolic production.  When it came to 

14

tackling formal education, he created the notion of "the banking model of education"  15

which he spent his life trying to resist. Among Freire’s contemporaries who followed a 
similar path in the field of arts was Augusto Boal, who established "Theater of the 
Oppressed", as well as wrote one of the most famous books in theater "Games for Actors 
and Non-Actors." Through the latter, Boal conceived the idea that art is not to be 
monopolized by actors, who mostly belonged to the upper classes. He maintained that it 
is necessary to expand its range, to include everyone else, as it is a power of expression 
and a process of constant growth and awareness.  

 

11 This is emphasized by the works of the critical school; see Paulo Freire, Tarbiyat al-Ḥurriya , Cairo, Al-Dār Al-Masriya 
Al-Libnaniya, 2004, pp 13-70.  
12 I will explain in detail in cases were a sufficient brief introductory text does not exist, but in cases where there are 
writings that provide such introduction in a clear manner, I will refer you to them and to the ways in which they could 
be used.  
13 They are the letters that exist in the middle of the computer keyboard.  
14 Mohamed Nabil Nofel, Paulo Freire, Falsafatuhu - Arā’uhu Fi Ta‘leem al-Kibār, Ṭariqatuhu Fi Maḥw al-Ummiyah , 
Arab Organization for Education and Arts, Tunisia, 1988. Among the most famous writing of Freire’s are Pedagogy of 
the Oppressed, Teachers as Cultural Workers: Letters to Those Who Dare Teach, Pedagogy of Freedom: Ethics, 
Democracy and Civic Courage and Pedagogy of Hope: Reliving Pedagogy of the Oppressed.  
15 Paulo Freire (Translated to Arabic), Tarbiyat al-Ḥurriya , Al-Dār Al-Masriya Al-Libnaniya, Cairo, 2004. In his books 
Paulo Freire emphasizes the concept of “dialogic education versus banking model of education”. 
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Images from Paolo Freire’s literacy education program.  
 

● Antonio Faundez’s approach (pedagogy of the text instead of dialogue) was a 
contested but has become a field with its defined methodological processes.  relied on 16

the "pedagogy of the text" as an alternative to dialogue in  teaching and learning in literacy 
classes. This is an example of a method whose  mechanisms are different from Freire's. 
For example, in the fifth session of his literacy education program (Freire's fifth situation) 
titled "The Hunter and the Cat", an image that features a cat eating a small mouse is 
presented. In Freire’s method, the facilitator of the literacy class designs the topic with the 
words and their derivatives to be taught to the learners. The sessions’ subject is set as the 
difference between the human/hunter and the cat/predator to give a few examples. He 
used words and their derivatives to continue the dialogue as a method for learning the 
relevant terminology in this class. As for the school of pedagogy of the text, which was 
applied by the popular education movement in Lebanon and Morocco, the facilitator  does 
not make recourse to a readymade subject to be discussed in association with any one of 
the images. Rather, the images are presented, and then only through discussion are 
letters, words and their derivations extracted each time from the linguistic-cognitive 
themes produced by the literacy students.     17

 
Freire’s and Faundez’s important work elucidated the ways in which questioning becomes 
necessary and profound; it is essential as all humans need to decide on where they stand from 
the world and how they view it. As Freire and Faundez have written in their book Learning to 
Question: A Pedagogy of Liberation : 
  

16 Faundez’s approach has contributed to the critical discourse analysis of texts, refer to for example, Abdel Halim 
Mohammed, Al Khitab Al Sadaty: Tahlil Al Hakel Al Ideology llkhitab Al Sadaty (Sadat’s Discourse: Analysis of the 
Ideological Field of Sadat’s Discourse), Al Ahaly number 27, Cairo, 1990. 
- Norman Fairclough (Editor), Critical Language Awareness, UK, 1992.  
-Tim Dant, Knowledge Ideology and Discourse - A Sociological Perspective, London, Routledge, 1991. 
17 Examples include for instance work - production - wealth - nature. Note that in English derivatives stem from the 
noun but in Arabic they stem from the verb. 
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"I believe that repression of questioning is only one dimension of a greater repression - the 
repression of the whole person, of people’s expressiveness in their relations in the world and with 
the world".    18

 
Questioning is necessary because it simultaneously quenches one’s intellectual curiosity and 
stimulates it. This questioning helps us to understand ourselves and our society and connect to 
lived reality.  In other words, questioning  contributes to the act of building social consciousness, 

19

as well as to our ability to change our surrounding context and search for better alternatives. They 
also decrease our sense of alienation and worthlessness.   The tools of language learning 

20

introduced by Freire and Faundez point to six questions, the answers to which force the 
respondent to delve deeply into any topic and to develop an understanding of her/his position 
vis-a-vis the topic. These questions are: what?, who?, where?, when?, how? and why? 
 

● Michael Apple and Henry Giroux  have proposed several concepts, themes and analytical 
21

tools, including:   
 

➔ The social and cultural context of pedagogy and the political and social function of 
learning and schooling.  

➔ Legislation and legitimacy and their relationship with hegemony.  
➔ The hidden curriculum and its relationship to the concept of resistance in the process of 

learning and schooling, as well as the concept of knowledge as a potential.  
22

➔ The process of social reproduction depending on the association of social and cultural 
wealth.  

 
 
All the above concepts and tools are rich in their import and significance for those acting to bring 
about social change through their hard work and their awareness of lived material reality. Any 
authority seeks to instill its power through bolstering its legitimacy. This can happen in many 
ways such as amending laws and legislations or intervening in formal education curricula. 
Following the transfer of ownership of the two Red Sea islands, Tiran and Sanafir, to Saudi Arabia 
under the pretext that they originally belonged to Saudi Arabia, they were removed from Egyptian 
maps in school books, as though they had never been a part of the country, in order to make the 
geopolitical decision appear legitimate. Another example, is the decision to increase the number 
of compulsory years of schooling—following the January 2011 revolution—to twelve years in the 
Egyptian constitution. It is worth questioning whether this amendment was for the benefit of the 
students or whether it aimed to lend legitimacy to the new government, given that in developed 
countries education is typically compulsory up until high school, i.e. for twelve years or more. It is 
apparent that  families who send their children to work or marry them early do not believe in the 
value of such a decision, so whom was it for and does it hold legitimacy in their eyes? 

 
The natural sciences such as physics, chemistry and biology might appear immune from the 
influences of power but their political utility becomes obvious quickly when we ask questions 

18 Paulo Freire, Antonio Faundez, Learning to Question: A Pedagogy of Liberation, Geneva, The World Council of 
Churches, 1989, p 37. 
19 Ibid, p 37. 
20 A solution to the problem of human existence, in this regard Paulo Freire has a famous saying: “We make the path 
by walking it.” Questioning  also includes knowledge of our position in the world and in relation to history of 
humankind and the present historical moment, and how this contributes to the potential strengths and weaknesses of 
our movement for social transformation.  
21- Henry A. Giroux, Theory and Resistance in Education: Towards a Pedagogy for the Opposition, Op.cit. 
   - Martin Carnoy, Joel Samoff, Education and Social Transition in the Third World, New Jersey, Princeton University 
Press, 1990.  Henry A. Giroux, Theory and Resistance in Education: Towards a Pedagogy for the Opposition, Op.cit. 
22 There is a divergence of points of view in terms of deciding the essence of the hidden curriculum and its nature; 
see, in addition to Henry Giroux: George J. Posner, Analyzing the Curriculum, Op.cit., pp 10-12, 121. 
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such as: who controls natural resources like water or the production of energy? Who bombarded 
Hiroshima? We all know the answers to these questions. No field of knowledge is neutral if we 
examine it through the lens of the six questions above and attempt situating it within its context.   
 
Thus, by pursuing the schools of Freire, Faundez, Apple and Girox in critical pedagogy, we can 
conclude that they  introduce philosophies  and analytical tools that intersect with the 
foundations of the science of pedagogy by situating the process of learning and teaching 
within its socio-cultural context and surrounding power structures and dynamics. In this 
case, more questions are triggered; do these philosophies and analytical tools reflect on the 
foundations of knowledge in the arts, particularly visual arts for example?  
 
One can argue that this is the case but then it becomes important to analyze how and to identify 
what is meant by “foundations of knowledge.”  
 

3. The importance of scrutiny on the macro and micro levels  
 

Before moving on to the next topic, which aims to  identify the foundations of pedagogy and the 
foundations of the study of visual arts, it is important to note that the elements of the pedagogic 
process differ according to the level of examination, scrutiny and analysis.  
 
There are elements that affect the macro level, such as the pedagogic policy adopted by the 
Ministry of Education or the Ministry of Culture, as well as elements affecting the micro level, such 
as the pedagogic practices in schools or art classes and workshops in cultural centers. The two 
levels were subject to intervention using critical theory, through analysis, critique and the 
provision of alternatives.  
 
In schools and formal education,the elements of the macro level intersect with those of the micro 
level through designed programs, educational curricula and tools offered in textbooks, teacher’s 
guides, explanatory guiding  notes, as well as through oral and written instructions to follow up on 
the outcome of education throughout its different stages. It is noteworthy that cultural context 
also intervenes in both the micro and macro levels.   

 
Consistency and coherence between the two levels would likely lead to results that largely match 
expectations. However, the introduction of uncontrollable and unaccounted for factors such 
as the level of a teacher’s dedication to his/her profession, whether (s)he sees his/her wage as 
sufficient or not, the appropriateness of the curriculum from the instructor’s point of view, the 
density of the class, or the lack of performance incentives for teachers and students may result in 
outcomes that contradict expectations. These factors are some of the elements making-up the 
hidden curriculum.   
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Image from the workshop Critical approach to education and its reflections on art education (A comparative approach),  
December 2017.  
 
 
 
 

Second: Education and Art– Important Foundations of Knowledge for the Sphere  
 

1. The Science of Pedagogy  
23

 
Pedagogy is an interdisciplinary science that incorporates various sciences, perhaps the most 
important of which is psychology with its different disciplines, as well as philosophy and 
sociology.  The disciplines of philosophy and sociology respond to key questions about the 24

purposes of education, which extend beyond the transfer of accumulated knowledge from one 
generation to the next, to allow these generations to build on their received knowledge. The 
purpose of the educational  process extends to defining the characteristics of a good citizen from 
the viewpoint of those designing educational programs and to tackling the larger  processes of 
socialization and social adaptation. 
   
Conversely, psychology, along with its different branches, concerns itself with questions of how 
education is undertaken, and the psychological and mental cognitive processes it entails  at 

25

different stages.   
 

23 Usually, the term ta‘leem in Arabic is translated to education, while in the critical school, they also use the term 
pedagogy for teaching children, andragogy for teaching adults, as well as schooling. 
24 Those interested in gaining a General Diploma in Education from the Faculty of Education study a number of 
courses which are: The Philosophical and Sociological Basis of Education; The Fundamentals of Curriculum and 
Curriculum Design; Evolutionary Psychology, The Sociology of Education and Psychological and Mental Wellbeing; 
Comparative Education and Pedagogical Planning and Strategic Management.  
25  One of the most important books that tackle modern cognitive psychology is Robert Solso (Translated  to Arabic), 
‘Elm al-Nafs al-Ma‘rify (Cognitive Psychology), Cairo, The Anglo Egyptian, 2nd ed. 2000. 
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In the Arabic language, pedagogy (Taa’leem) is defined as the processes of learning and teaching 
through formal schooling institutions. Meanwhile, education (Tarbeya) extends beyond providing 
children with the required knowledge and skills to adapt to modern life and become employable. 
It also encompasses building family values and the common sense, as well as ideas around 
citizenship and social adaptation within local and national cultures. Education, in the sense of 
upbringing and developing social adaptation skills, may have its own curriculum and  programs, 
such as social studies classes in secondary schools, or extra-curricular activities like scouts. 
Various disciplines and types of knowledge can also be used to this end, such as native language 
teaching and art education.  

 
The term pedagogy is used to differentiate the science of learning and teaching from other 
sciences such as geography, visual arts or theater. Pedagogy is a broader and more general term 
that covers teaching the arts but also highlights that in doing so these technical skills give 
way—at least in formal schooling—to teaching skills that are important for social adaptation and 
for instilling a cultural history endorsed by those in power and influencing the institutions of 
education.   
 
As such,  the most important principles of education can be summarized as follows: 

26

 
a- Intellectual curiosity is an instinct, it can be nurtured and developed within the family 

unit, or it can be damaged and ignored. The institution of formal education does the same 
throughout its different stages. Intellectual curiosity is key to independent self-learning, and a 
good education stimulates intellectual curiosity.   

27

 
b- The outcome of education varies—in terms of skills, knowledge and the values 

instilled in individuals—according to the adopted educational and pedagogical philosophy. 
There are as examples among many the traditional philosophies in education, functional and 
pragmatic philosophies or the liberal philosophies in education. The purpose of all such 
philosophies is to answer major questions, such as: why and how  do we teach? What is the 
desired outcome, both on the individual and the collective level, following each stage of 
education? Also, on a smaller scale, what are the goals of the lesson? What is the method of 
teaching for this lesson? What types of behavior do teachers need to embody in this lesson and 
what is the desired modes of interaction with students? What are the required outcomes from 
students, in terms of knowledge, skills and values?  28

 

           c- Regardless of philosophical differences, the curriculum—in any science, including 
pedagogy—consists of a number of tools and elements; for example, any assigned book with 
topics organized in a certain order, in addition to exercises meant to stimulate the process of 
education. The teacher's guide also includes instructions on teaching methods, the mode of 
interaction with students, and suggestions to measure the results of the students’ learning. The 
organization of the curriculum—whether it is in the natural or social sciences—has a scope and 
sequence matrix, which illustrates the order of topics in the curriculum throughout the school year 
or cycle or educational stage, in addition to determining the large and small-scale skills required 
to understand the foundations of the science (within any field).  

29

 
         d- Although  most curricula and educational programs are formulated to educate the 
masses in a collective manner, students are educated individually and  the outcomes of 

26  This is based on the author’s experience as a researcher at the National Center of Educational and Developmental 
Research since the 1990s, as well as in combating illiteracy and informal education for marginalized since the 1990s. 
27 The writings of Maria Montessori pointed to this axiom and the important educational principle, as did Freire in the                    
writings referenced in this paper. 
28  George J. Posner, Analyzing the Curriculum, Op.cit. 
29 Ibid. 
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education differ from one individual to another as a result of complex factors. Although 
curricula are built on specific philosophical and intellectual foundations, students often come 
from different cultural contexts that contradict with these foundations at times. This contradiction 
is manifested in different forms, such as a culture of silence in the classroom or learning situation, 
as well as in anti-schooling movements. The notion of the Hidden curriculum from the point of 
view of critical theory illustrates the significance of these forms of resistance.    

30

 
e- Educational psychology helps us identify  the mental and psychosomatic capacities 

that relate to the process of education and learning in social and natural sciences, specifically, 
the ability to analyze and interpret, disseminate, construct and reimagine. All of these abilities 
differ  from one child/individual to another, but they are all acquirable skills. Acquiring these 
skills happens through practice and continuous training, until they are deep-rooted.  

31

 
Returning to theories of critical pedagogy, critical consciousness is not acquired in any field of 
knowledge through sudden enlightenment.  Rather, it is only through active learning in all its 

32

diverse methods that one acquires criticality. Among these experiences of active learning are 
discovery, experimentation, conducting small-scale research projects and searching for the 
causes behind problems before suggesting alternatives to solve them, in addition to other 
methods of individual or collective learning. Active learning in its various forms develops the 
ability to scrutinize and the desire to acquire further knowledge. The more the educational system 
stimulates the individual to seek knowledge independently, the more his/her critical skills develop. 
Numerous studies in cognitive psychology have found that the ability to make independent 
decisions regarding what one is learning precedes the development of critical abilities, which in 
turn precede creativity as a cognitive skill.   

 
In other words, education that is free and unrestrained by institutional forms of knowledge is 
conducive to the development of our inherent capacity  for independent learning and our 
critical skills, what applies to individuals here also applies on the communal level. And 
historical experience has proven again and again that when a movement is institutionalized—that 
is to say, turned into rigid  ideologies and  social structures  that represent it, in the form of 
political parties or the like—it withers away. One such example is that of the Bolshevik Revolution, 

30 When the educational decision maker designs a curriculum, this entails establishing information, values and skills, 
such as the skill of individual reading, the value and the skill of collective work, the skill of critical examination of a 
painting, the skill of discovering the source and following a work for a while. Other goals are formulated and 
translated into educational activities to be followed by the teacher in order to achieve these goals. In every 
curriculum, there are conditions between the student and teacher to establish effective educational atmosphere. As 
stated previously, should the teacher be unconvinced by these mechanisms, assuming he/she has racial, sexist and 
classist biases that contradict with the core of the curriculum, it will not be possible to achieve the goals of the 
curriculum. The instructor’s true convictions and behavior, as well as the educational atmosphere (such as an 
autocratic atmosphere while the curriculum encourages a democratic atmosphere) are considered the hidden 
curriculum, which plays role in establishing the students’ skills, knowledge and values. See the classical definition of 
the “hidden curriculum” in  George J. Posner, Analyzing the Curriculum, Op.cit. 
In addition to this definition, see Giroux's writings, referenced in this study, which indicate that the hidden curriculum 
can also exist in the students’ resistance to schooling, as well as in violence and widespread cheating.  
31  See the important books:  
- George Gazada et al., Naẓariyyāt al-Ta‘leem , Kuwait, Silsilat ‘Elm al-Ma‘rifa, October-November, 1983.  
- Fouad Abu Hatab, Al-Qudrāt Al-’Aqliyya, Ibid.. 
- Fouad Abu Hatab, Amal Sadek, 'Elm al-Nafs al-Tarbawy, Cairo, Anglo-Egyptian, 1994. 
Both books are available on the Bibliotheca Alexandrina website on the following link: 
http://dar.bibalex.org/webpages.com 
32 The gestalt theory tackles this mechanism in some educational situations in response to the theory that education is 
an experimental process that produces some positive and some negative outcomes. At times, it is possible to perceive 
the situation and its dimensions, and thus experimentation is unnecessary as cognitive enlightenment took place 
when the elements of the educational situation were associated (gestalt theorists have used the monkey, carrot and 
stick experiment to prove their point of view).  
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which transpired into the Stalinist regime that completely abolished all figures of opposition and 
as such the movements intellectual vitality slowly dissipated. 
 
 

  
Image from the workshop Critical approach to education and its reflections on art education (A comparative approach), 
December 2017.  
 
 
 

2. The sciences of expressive arts: Visual arts as an example   
 
 
 
 
 
Art and creative education falls under the umbrella of the social sciences, as it relates to human 
movement and emotions, as well as to thoughts and the ways humans  express themselves. 
Methods of artistic expression vary according to the diversity in people’s heritages, ethnicities 
and nationalities, followed by their differences as individuals, which is why this science does not 
follow  rules akin to the natural sciences. Although some of the arts appear to have culturally 
neutral languages, such as music and painting, yet the existence of certain methods in  painting 
or methods of composing in music cannot be explained without referring to their cultural contexts 
and the tools for studying such contexts, such as anthropology.  

 
These are not culturally neutral fields of study; their rules do not apply across different societies 
irrespective of their cultural heritage or geographical location, or the nature of the time in which 
the innovation was made. This is one of the many dilemmas associated with fields of knowledge 
such as the arts, in terms of production, taste and criticism. We cannot study or examine the 
language of a certain art without referring to its cultural context in general, but also without 
referring to the relationship between the dominant  culture of the country and other subcultures 
that agree or disagree with it, and their relationship with cultural movements internationally. This 
in turn has repercussions when attempting to use the arts as tools for  the purpose of 
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socialization and education, i.e. as a subject in formal education. In deciding the policy of arts 
education in a country like Egypt, the curriculum designer would be interested in topics 
concerning the national arts and discussing cultural symbols like the eagle and the falcon, as well 
as Ancient Egyptian headdress symbolizing the unification of Upper and Lower Egypt. These are 
symbols that cannot be contextualized in other countries, like India or France, or that would bear 
no importance if they were to be included in their curriculums. Other symbols would bear more 
relevance in those countries, such as the statue of Buddha or the Avenue des Champs-Elysee. A 
curriculum designer in Egypt may set as his/her target for the curriculum: appreciating the role of 
fine arts in serving society. As such, he/she might designate activities to that end, such as 
creating models from environmentally-friendly materials and holding exhibitions in schools.  Yet, 

33

this goal might not appear to be important in other countries, or among coexisting subcultures, or 
it might not be regarded as the best way for art to serve society.   
 
In his 1997 book Philosophy of the Arts: An Introduction to Aesthetics, philosopher and university 
professor Gordon Graham argues that the preoccupation with a definition of “art” is rather futile. 
He proceeds to deconstruct how numerous schools in modern aesthetics have come to “define 
art.” Often than not, a set of descriptive characteristic for artworks considered to be ideal or 
classics in a certain cannon are elevated from their descriptive function to a proscriptive function 
and hence taken as defining features for what is to be considered art. However, as these 
characteristics originated from a processes of description that relied on a set of chosen artworks, 
these features could only be in relation to the chosen set of artworks (the chosen cannon) and 
hence reflect more the tastes, social standing and ideologies of the examiner than what art is or 
ought to be. 
 
Even more, Graham notes that sociological research has shown that a classification of “art” and 
“non-art” has little bearance on the aesthetic experience. Visitors to exhibitions or spectators in a 
movie theatre care little about these divisions in their moment of contact with artworks. In 
addition, such classifications are often regarded with suspicion as they are not akin to 
classifications in the natural sciences which speak to universal phenomena but are observably 
more subjective and influenced by socio-economic background, culture and education. 
 
This is why I do not attempt here to define art but to note the function(s) various artworks play in 
society and how the arts intersect with larger social structures influencing artistic and cultural 
production.  
 
That said, to make an artwork one has to acquire a set of skills and these differ between painting, 
photography and sculpture among the many other media. Upon examination we will find that the 
elements through which artworks are composed and interpreted are Form; i.e. the process of 
ordering and organizing the separate visual elements, elements imagined before in what is known 
as the mental image. The artist tries to achieve unity and harmony between the different elements 
of the work through the processes of organization, analysis, composition, omission and the 
alteration of figures, shades of color or light, shadows, spaces and other factors. To understand 
any composition or design and to grasp its value, one must examine its vantage point  and what 
elements it gives precedence over others, unity and diversity, movement and/or rhythm, balance 
and ratios. Any design composed uses elements, the most important of which are: line; colors 
according to their characteristics, the relationship to other  colors and to lighting and density; the 
relationships between light and shade; in addition to the use of varied materials.  

 
I am not specialized in art education and thus cannot provide examples for schools of thought 
that might refute the elements just mentioned regarding what “makes” a work of visual art. That 

33The Ministry of Education, The Office of the General Director for Art Education, The Curriculum for Art Education in 
Secondary Schools/ First Semester 2016/2017 and Second Semester/ May 2017.  
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said, I am sure other opinions for what makes a work of visual art exist and perhaps these 
opinions consider elements such as form and composition or see the relation between them 
differently. Suffice it to say that visual artistic expression like other fields of knowledge has 
epistemological principles and bases.   
 
Let us thus return to our main point.  

 
Now we have on the one hand, the foundations of education, while on the other we have the 
foundations of the visual arts. So, what are the different visions for designing educational and 
pedagogical programs for the arts, including visual education?  
 
Why do we teach the arts? Is teaching art an end? Or it is a means to teach other natural and 
social sciences? Is it also a method of socialization and cultural adaptation? Is art all of the 
above? Does the idea of art as an end in itself contradict the idea of it being a tool for humanizing 
people and elevating their sensibilities?  

34

 
The answers to these questions are as rich as they are diverse; they will vary inasmuch as people 
from different backgrounds vary. People have different visions and impressions regarding the 
value and function  of art in life  and whether it is to be considered a fundamental right and a 

35

valuable social science that should be imparted onto children.  
 

Now, how can the main concepts and analytical tools of the critical school of education be 
implemented in the philosophy of art education and the curricula in Egypt? Here, is an example of 
an art curriculum designed by the Ministry of Education for schools in Egypt.  The following 

36

questions will help deconstruct the curriculum, analyze its goals and the expected results from 
students:   
 
Question One 
 
What are the foundations of visual arts that educational decision makers have committed to 
teaching to future generations? Are they the foundations acquired during university? What are 
these foundations, in your point of view and according to your experience in the field? 
 
The  scope and sequence matrix of the arts curriculum in the first preparatory year (first year of 
middle school) in 2016/2017 is designed as follows (some excerpts are shown). 
 
 
 
 
 

34  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arts_in_education , https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teaching_artist, 
https://www.teachingartists.com/resourcesforta.htm,  
https://www.edutopia.org/blog/visual-art-critical-thinking-andrew-miller 
- UNESCO, Road Map to Art Education, the world conference on art education, Lisbon, 6-9March 
2006.  
-  Another Road Map to Art Education, Switzerland,25-5-2010. & Another  Road Map School.  
35Humankind in its early years of evolution was keen on expressing their identity through art and the remaining 
monuments and heritage from past civilizations is testament to that. 
36 You can access the Ministry of Education curriculum through the official website on:  
http://elearning1.moe.gov.eg/  
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Month  Criterium  Indicator  Artistic 
axis  

Topics and 
content  

Class 
activity  

Non-class 
activity  

September 
to October 
2016  

Local and 
international 
heritage 

The mediation 
and appreciation 
of the artistic 
components of 
artworks and 
understanding 
the unique and 
common 
connections of 
modern and 
ancient arts   

Artistic 
culture  

Artistic 
enjoyment  

Artistic 
expression  

Studying the 
features and 
characteristics of 
Coptic and 
popular art 

A journey across 
the Egyptian 
governorates to 
explore  the 
different cultural 
environments 
and localities, 
whether in 
coastal, 
countryside or 
bedouin 
communities  

Submitting 
research on 
Coptic art  

Collecting 
photos of 
examples of 
wooden 
crafts in 
Coptic and 
popular art 

November 
2016  

The senses 
are the 
source of 
knowledge  

Understanding 
the main 
elements and 
expressive 
characteristics of 
fine arts 

Artistic 
expression  

Artistic 
design 

How to be 
inspired by the 
surrounding 
environment in 
expressive art 
work 

Analysis of 
the optical 
aspects of 
the 
environment
al elements 

Creating a 
synthesized 
artwork out 
of the 
environment
al elements 

January 
2017 to 
February 
2017  

The 
scientific 
fields 

Understanding 
the common 
relationship 
between fine arts 
and other 
epistemological 
fields 

Artistic 
expression 

How to find 
inspiration in the 
different 
sciences and 
how to employ 
color 

Studying 
vision 
through the 
analysis of 
design and 
color 

Collecting 
artworks 
inspired by 
different 
sciences 

February 
2017 

Communica
tional and 
social 
associations  

Associations 
between small 
projects and the 
small handicrafts 
industry  

Artistic 
expression 

Expressing the 
surrounding 
environment and 
studying its 
harmony and 
relation to 
humans, and 
finding solutions 
to problems in 
the surrounding 
environment, 
such as 
pollution, traffic 
congestion, 
sanitation and 
population 

Observation  

Analysis  

Drawing  

Copying 

Collecting 
illustrative 
paintings 
from the 
internet on 
environmen- 
tal problems 
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It can thus be deduced from this matrix that decision makers used themes as a method to pair 
their educational concerns with art education. The themes employed here are a combination of 
intellectual and other general themes. The intellectual themes are aimed firstly at maintaining 
heritage and convincing students of its importance. Secondly, it aims at instilling moral 
messages through teaching the arts. Such messages cover topics such as cleanliness and 
protecting the environment. In third place, the curriculum is concerned with presentings the 
features of traditional and modern art, such as drawing biological cells.  

 
The decision maker did not allow for room in the matrix for an in-depth discussion of the features 
of modern or contemporary art with the students. In addition, the theme of sensorial observation 
should be taught at the primary stages (elementary school), and the designated activities in the 
curriculum do not allow for an extensive exploration of the relationship between art and the 
senses for students in preparatory school. Furthermore, one can posit that the matrix above 
tends to the superficialization of the fundamentals for the study of art, as the connections 
between the various local forms of artistic expression, as well as between art and science, are 
made prematurely, directly and awkwardly. (Indeed, can the visual elements of art and the 
examination of color only be studied in terms of the relationship between art and science?) 
Moreover, one might further contend that the matrix shows class activities that kill creativity and 
non-class activities that destroy the capacity for free, critical thought for both the student or the 
teacher.  

 
In other words, the curriculum for arts education exists first and foremost as a tool for 
socialization, and in a secondary capacity as a means for understanding and studying some 
features of artistic production in our country.  See the final segment of the paper for a reference 
to the visual expression curriculum and different formulations of the training goals for this type of 
art. 
 
 
Question Two  
 
Are the activities and the philosophical framework of the curriculum consistent? What does the 
teacher’s guide indicate? Does the teacher’s guide stimulate his/her creativity? How does it inform 
him/her about developments and sources for acquiring varied ways of teaching and developing 
the passion for the subject in the students? 
 
In addition to the scope and sequence matrix offered annually to teachers, they are also provided 
with:- 1- Teaching instructions  2- A card for lesson planning that covers two consecutive classes 
3- All the latest updates in art education.   37

 
Reading the teaching instructions for the preparatory stage teachers reveals the consistency 
between the aforementioned principles on one hand and the intellectual themes presented in the 
matrix on the other. The principles emphasize what the teacher should do while teaching the 
curriculum. Consistency is a positive factor. The guidelines emphasize specific objectives for 
education and social learning, in addition to the pedagogical  principles of dealing with students 
in the classroom, which is also positive and agreed upon.   
 
Page 7 of the guidance notes indicates that the teacher should follow these instructions: 
Presenting student’s work and discussing its use of point, line, color, texture, light and shadow, 
mass, volume and negative space, the teacher should evaluate students’ artworks from the 
perspective of composition, balance, contrast, harmony, movement, rhythm and artistic 
consistency with the concept. One can deduce that the curriculum designers assume that the 
principles and epistemological basis of art are acquired through practice, rather than by being 

37All of this is available on the Ministry of Education’s website.  
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taught as such. Why, then, are the foundations of visual arts ignored until this stage although the 
student is, by this point, already studying the principles of sciences such as atomic chemistry and 
advanced mathematics? One can speculate here that art is used as a tool of education and 
socialization, which is the reason behind its current instrumentalization in the curriculum.  
Finally, the supervisory office for art education provides teachers with a file titled “what is new in 
art education” and the handouts, supplied here refer to digital photography and the printers used 
for it. It is worth highlighting here that everything new in art education is compressed onto a 
five-page leaflet, the author of which does not see the need to include any reference to external 
further resources for the teacher to consult. One might say that the instructions teachers receive 
eliminate the motivation for research, making it convenient for the teacher to take the easiest 
route and to settle for the five-page leaflet to discover all that is new. 
 

3. A brief outlook on an alternative curriculum in visual art education  
 
It is important to present a different experience in designing an education curriculum for the 
learning and teaching of visual arts in institutes that provide informal education, and to explore 
how the philosophy of this curriculum was built and how its practical activities designed.  

 
This curriculum in the visual arts was among a series of similar initiatives developed under the 
umbrella of the Youth Digital Empowerment Project established by the Arab Digital Expression 
Foundation (ADEF). The curricula covered learning video-making, music, as well as computer 
programming in addition to visual expression. All these curricula reimagine the bases of 
knowledge for the subject at hand, and include active learning, as well as an emphasis on values 
such as diligence in learning, accepting criticism and teamwork. We will refer here only to 
Bassem Yousri’s “Visual Expression Curriculum,” which he designed specifically for this project.  

38

 
 What distinguishes this alternative curriculum  from traditional curricula in the visual arts is its 
guiding principle: "Practice, do not judge until you see and expand your horizons."This is naturally 
reflected in the ordering of the foundation of knowledge in the curriculum, the topics for training 
and the methodology of teaching, in addition to the hands-on practice as well as theoretical 
understandings. 

 
We must note that the curriculum designers and the project’s consultants agreed to avoid 
teaching artistic taste, as it is a thorny issue and it weakens  the trainees’ confidence in the 
idea of free visual expression, trial and error, and experimentation to reach a product (s)he is 
satisfied with—particularly as the project deals with marginalized people whose “tastes” might be 
different from dominant culture. Instead, taste as a notion was replaced with teaching the skills of 
criticism and how to accept diversity in visual expression.   

39

 
When alternative schools of thought in education propose a comprehensive critical vision for all 
the tools of the educational process (from the philosophy and aims, to the curricula, the books, 
the teaching methods and the mental capacities and the ethics and relationship between 
educator and student), deep-rooted changes could be expected and brought about. Long-term 
changes depend on reducing the effects of the hidden curriculum.  
 
 
 

January 2018  
 
 
 

38 Accessible online at: https://issuu.com/arabexpression/docs/visual_expression_curriculum.  
39 The same applied to the other art curricula in the project: the curriculum for video and music education.  
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